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The season is here when life loses its focus—holidays, busy school schedules, evening meetings that go along with planning life for the future. A lot of plans move to the back burner, left to sit and simmer, or worse, boil over and burn. Wagner products help move important things to the front. To the place where you can control and take charge and see and plot your progress. Spruce up an entire room in an afternoon with a fresh new paint color and a Studio Pro paint sprayer. Gather friends in a party atmosphere to paint and update furnishings that make life easier and show stopping. Wagner paint tools provide the inspiration while you channel your creativity into something fresh and new. **Step into a colorful realm of possibilities and live the season.**
The Wagner FLEXiO 3000 sprayer delivers a smooth, consistent finish to almost any surface, from garage doors to bathroom walls, from fences to living room ceilings. It has the power to spray any paint or stain straight from the can with speed and control. It’s time for a smarter way to paint. Learn more at WagnerFlexio.com.
Bewitched & Bedazzled

Add glowing charms to a faux pumpkin with the softening power of the Wagner Furno heat gun. A heat gun makes cutting a foam pumpkin easy. Simply wave the heat gun over the surface of the pumpkin for 30 seconds and then cut the top off the pumpkin and add cut designs with ease.
1. While keeping the Furno heat gun about 4–6 inches away, heat the surface of the pumpkin for 30 seconds.

2. Cut holes in the pumpkin with an awl or ice pick.

3. Heat the top of the pumpkin and then carefully cut out a lid with a knife.

4. Press glass marbles into the small holes and fill the interior with fairy lights.
Get your barn ready for fall with a decorative door finish sprayed on with the FLEXiO® 5000 sprayer. We first sprayed the clapboards with a coat of traditional barn red. To create the stunning graphic relief, fill the front end with off-white paint and spray over quilt design held in place by blue tape. Remove stencil to reveal crisp decorative detail.
Stencils come in all shapes, sizes, and styles. Shop online for the largest selection of oversized designs.
Visit your local pumpkin patch and create a spectacular autumn centerpiece for your stairs or dining table.

Stenciling your Autumn pumpkin is not only practical, it's also easy and fun. Uncut, your pumpkin will last months; or you can use it at Thanksgiving to make our pumpkin meringue pie on page 14.

1. Place a mylar stencil on the pumpkin using tacks or blue painter’s tape.
2. Spray over the stencil with paint loaded in a FLEXiO® 8000 sprayer.
3. Remove the stencil to show the graphic design.
Blooming Bouquet

Looking for a romantic rose table bouquet but short on time? Gently coax up rose blossoms with the Wagner heat gun.

Cut roses to length and place in water. Stem-by-stem, hold each blossom 3–5 inches from the tip of the heat gun, constantly moving the stream of heat amongst the folds of the petals. Use your finger tips to fluff the bloom to its lush and open stage. Arrange in fresh water.

Fresh roses can take days to open. Our heat gun trick will take you just a few minutes.
This year skip the turkey hotline and create your own stellar bird with a Wagner heat gun and a rich glaze made of molasses, brown sugar, and Kitchen Bouquet.

In a sauce pan, combine 1 cup molasses, ½ cup brown sugar, and ¼ cup Kitchen Bouquet. Heat over medium heat until it becomes a combined sauce. Brush the sauce generously over cooked poultry with a basting brush and heat evenly with heat gun until rich.

An old table top removed from its base and stripped with a heat gun becomes a rustic serving pedestal for a Thanksgiving turkey.
Add a bountiful, delicious, show-stopping topping to any pie or holiday trifle.

Make a basic meringue topping using room temperature egg whites. Top a fully baked pie with the meringue using a spoon or pastry tip. Use the Wagner heat gun to brown the entire meringue, hovering more over the peaked tips to achieve extra browning. Once you get your desired color, serve the pie immediately.

For extra drama, brown the meringue tableside and cut generous slices of pie for your guests.
Autumn Paint Sprayer Party
Set up a paint sprayer backdrop with all your Wagner tools to transform furnishings for the upcoming holiday season.

Gather your friends and their furnishings outside for a wonderful afternoon of food and transformation. Hard-to-paint projects are easy with an open air space and friends.
NOTHING BEATS COMRADEY WHEN UPSTYLING YOUR HOME FURNISHINGS. Bring friends and projects together with Wagner tools and the longing to create something out of nothing.

The heat gun proves instrumental beyond stripping paint. Perch under a wire basket to heat hot drinks or warm melty caramel.
Mulled wine in heat proof Pyrex is a warm and welcome break in the autumn air. Caramel is a sweet foil for biscotti cookies and chocolate wafers.
Transform a utility cage from a farm tractor to a kitchen organization rack. A spray of paint is the transitional piece. Painting any items with a lattice design is hard with a paint brush. We took this junkyard motor cage and revived it with a fresh spray of paint. Add S-hooks for hanging and it becomes an instant kitchen backdrop for ladles, spoons, and sieves. And we sprayed it all in eight minutes!

There is nothing more fun than recasting vintage items with the help of friends. They can help with colors, design ideas, and new uses. It makes a party with a purpose.
Buffet Stand

An old, wood, tiered end table looks fresh and becomes useful in a persimmon color paint.

This piece is a dream to paint with the sprayer as it would be difficult to paint inside of the shelves by hand. Wagner sprayers make this type of painting simple and fast.

A satin or semi-gloss paint has perfect coverage for a piece that gets utilitarian use. You can also load your sprayer with a flat or satin polyurethane for an extra protective coat.
Join a kitchen stool with a tabletop lazy susan to create an ingenious painter’s turntable.

A turntable is a perfect perch to paint vertical items like lamp bases and planters. Join a kitchen stool and lazy susan with six drops of Gorilla glue. Cover the top with newspaper print and place the object to be painted in center on paper. Turn the object as you spray with paint for seamless and easy paint coverage.

Have your paint buddy hold your project as you paint with the sprayer. Turn effortlessly as needed.

Rustic gray makes for a current Halloween look.
Sometimes kitschy country pieces are hiding their rustic roots behind garish coats of paint. Employ the Wagner Furno heat gun to peel away the paint.

Place the object on a flat work surface. Wave the heat gun over the surface, about 2 inches from the object. As the paint bubbles peel it away with a metal putty knife. Continue until the surface is clean and all paint is removed.
The mantel was sprayed gray then washed with a diluted brown paint in burnt umber.

A spray of gray chalk paint and Saltwash turns a dull brown table into something fresh and luminous.
Some pieces instantly make show stopping focal points with a spray of paint.

This circular pedestal table went from the side of the road to the center of a foyer. Load your Studio Pro with a gray chalk paint thinned with water and two tablespoons of Saltwash. Spray the entire table, letting it dry thoroughly before applying a second coat. Let dry completely and then lightly distress the piece.

A natural patina storage basket would be hard to paint by hand. Spray it a fresh color and team with a flowering plant to create a decorative planter that will show off cascading blooms. The basket can be used for a colorful organizer as the season changes.

Guests will love painting their pieces with the help and advice of friends looking to share an experience.
The outdoor party scene boasts a sprayed farm table, lots of snack-time treats, and a rustic wood jack-o'-lantern that was stripped of paint using the Wagner Furno heat gun.
Gathering friends for a spray party not only creates the opportunity to get together but also the ability to create something and eliminate a project you might not accomplish on your own. Encourage friends to bring items that are hard to paint or need to be stripped of paint. There’s no project too big for this kind of party!

**Wagner** Tools used:
- Studio Pro sprayer
- Heat gun
- Furno heat gun
Make a festive table runner with a seasonally inspired apple label.

First, find and print a vintage label on fabric transfer paper. Remember that the image must be reversed before printing to transfer correctly. Heat the chosen transfer area on the table runner with the heat gun and then place the transfer paper face down on the warm fabric. Rub over the transfer paper with a bone folder until the transfer releases onto the fabric. You can use this same technique on a wood crate or box to create a decorative carrier.
NEW DISPOSABLE CUP LINERS CUT CLEANUP TIME IN HALF.

Now cleanup is a breeze with plastic cup liners that fit Wagner HVLP paint sprayers. Simply dispose of the cup liner and rinse the sprayer with warm, soapy water and you’re ready for the next job. Cup liners are perfect for projects that require quick color changes or mixing a small batch of a custom color. And there’s very little paint waste because the liners can be emptied right back into the can. Learn more at Wagnerspraytech.com/cupliner.
An inverted wire-locker cage makes a perfect heater for mulled wine. Add citrus and spices to create a tasty and warm drink.

What a treat to keep items warm with a wire perch and a Wagner heat gun. All you need is an extension cord.
The Wagner Furno heat gun is as at home in the workshop as it is in the kitchen. At this outdoor party it heated mulled wine, kept caramel warm as a dip and helped to make a bowl of snack mix.

Make and personalize your own delicious snack mix:
In a large bowl toss 6 cups of popcorn, 2 cups of mixed nuts and 1 1/2 cups of caramel chips. Warm with the heat gun and toss until well mixed. Serve immediately.

Make an irresistible caramel dip:
With a heat gun handy you can quickly heat a sweet caramel dip to the desired, gooey consistency. Thinner for drizzling over confections, thicker for scooping with biscotti or cookies.

Heat gun caramel means you have an easy dip for cookies and cake pieces.
The Wagner Steamer makes dried twigs supple and pliable for all types of fall craft projects.
Twiggy Wreath

Create your own artisan wreath with freshly-cut birch twigs, a wreath form, and some floral wire.

You will need:
- Wagner Steamer
- 10 bunches of birch twig ends (about 15 inches long each)
- Floral wire
- 12 inch wire wreath form

Step-by-Step:
1. Prepare your Wagner Steamer according to the directions.
2. Bundle some twigs in bunches of twelve sticks.
3. Locate the halfway point of the bundle and gently bend into a loop, using the Steamer to make the twigs supple and pliable.
4. Bend the twigs into a loop and then tie off with a 6 inch length of floral wire.
5. Tie the bundle to the wreath form, working in a circular fashion. Layer the looped twigs over the previously attached bundle until the wreath form is covered.

TIP
Steam all kinds of dried foliage and flowers to help with fluffing and shaping blooms for their best look.
Serving Buffet

Transform a hallway wallflower into the center attraction in your dining room.

Shutter fronted doors are a cinch to spray using the Wagner Studio Pro sprayer. First, tape off all hardware. Next, paint a swath of white paint where you want to add a stenciled message and cover with stickers. Then, spray the entire unit and remove the stickers to reveal the message.

We left the top unpainted to create contrast and mix the look of wood grain and paint. Perch festive foods on top including our show-off turkey finished to perfection with the Wagner Furno heat gun.
Freshly sprayed and updated furnishings will add layers of enjoyment to your gathering. A picture perfect turkey is the crowning touch.

The best painting stance with the sprayer is to have two feet planted squarely on the floor. Move in an even left to right motion, spraying three to four inches away from the surface. Then, spray right to left after dropping the gun 2 to 3 inches below the fresh line of paint until you coat the piece.
Decorative Details

Wagner tools make it easy to redo and detail old pieces of furniture. Both the Wagner sprayer and heat gun will give you the extra edge to personalize your pieces.

To revamp this dated highboy chest we first sprayed the piece in two different colors. Then, we went to signs.com where you can create and order your own custom quote decal that can easily be applied to wall or furniture with a heat gun and a bone folder.

The decals will come printed on something similar to contact paper. Make sure to mark the position of the decal using a pencil and ruler. Warm the surface area of the piece with the heat gun and then place the decal and rub over the paper with the bone folder. Remove paper and marvel at your design.

The Wagner Furno heat gun makes the transfer of a custom decal easy. Simply heat the wood to make the transfer almost instant. The heat gun helps to release intricate patterns from paper backings.
With over 101 uses the Furno heat guns will have you removing, shaping and fixing almost everything on your project list. The possibilities are endless with adjustable temperature settings and fan speeds. The built-in stand also makes it perfect for tabletop projects. Learn more at WagnerFurno.com
LIVING ROOM REDESIGN

How do you redesign a living space with built ins anchored with molly bolts? Engage a Wagner FLEXiO® 5000 and redecorating is a cinch.
No need to take down decorative features that will slow your progress. We painted the wall and shelves all one color and avoided removing the fixtures.

The table was sprayed the same shade as the wall but mottled with a faux suede finish.
SPRAYING SHELVES

The best part about the Wagner FLEXiO® 5000 is that it sprays around edges and corners. A living room boasting a mix of shelves and wall pockets anchored with molly bolts could be a nightmare for removing, painting, and remounting. Instead, tape and mask off areas where you don’t want paint and transform a wall and shelves with one easy, monochromatic color spray.

Prep includes draping the floor with paint cloth and masking woodwork with tape and drape.

Wagner Tools used:
FLEXiO® 5000 Studio Pro sprayer
and heat gun
Walls and shelves get painted quickly and seamlessly.
SILVER LEAF PILLOW

You will need:
- Linen or velvet pillow cover
- Silver leaf sheets
- Easy-Tack spray adhesive
- Wagner Studio Pro heat gun

Step-by-Step:

1. Remove the pillow form from its cover and place the pillowcase on clean flat service.

2. Use spray adhesive to cover an area of the pillowcase that matches the size of your stencil and then adhere the stencil.

3. Place a sheet of silver leaf over stencil.

4. Wave the heat gun over the silver leaf and stencil to prepare the material, and then etch over the silver leaf with a bone folder to firmly apply.

5. Remove the stencil to reveal design. Use the heat gun once more to set the silver leaf into the pillowcase.

Add some shimmer and sparkle to your living room with decorative pillows that catch the candle light.
SUEDE SIDE TABLE

Do you love that soft and mottled look of suede? That same soft finish is easy to create with paint and Saltwash, sprayed on with the Wagner Home Décor sprayer. We started with a vintage mid-century table in need of a fresh look. To copy the style, add 2 tablespoons of Saltwash to 2 cups of flat latex paint. Thin the mixture with \( \frac{1}{3} \) cup of water and 1 tablespoon of flat white latex paint. Mix thoroughly and fill the sprayer cup.

Saltwash mixed in the paint provides the soft, dusty finish. The white paint acts as a fixative keeping the chalky look from wiping away.

We primed the table first with 1-2-3 Primer.

The Wagner Home Décor sprayer is perfect for smaller projects like side tables and plant stands.
We primed the table first with 1-2-3 Primer. The Home Decor Sprayer means seamless painting on narrow tapered legs and pedestal bases. All difficult things to paint using only a brush. The final piece has a stunning suede-like finish.
GLIMMERING LAMPSHADE

You will need:
- Linen lamp shade
- Painter’s tape
- Silver leaf foil sheets
- Easy-Tack spray adhesive

Step-by-Step:
1. Tape off a horizontal stripe or a design of your choice on the lampshade.

2. Lightly spray Easy-Tack adhesive on the area you wish to cover with foil. Press the silver leaf foil sheets onto the adhesive until the entire area is covered.

3. Wave the heat gun over the foil and then gently smooth the foil with a bone folder. Repeat the process with the heat gun to set the silver leaf foil.

4. Gently remove the tape to reveal your design.

Designer Tip
Add panache to a simple lampshade with an edge of silver leaf. Metallic sheets come in gold and copper and make equally dramatic statements.
Paint chips make an artful display. Make your own collage and live with colors before selecting the ones you want.

PAINT Palette

Fall in love with autumn colors inspired by trees, flowers, and seasonal foods.

FALL COLORS INSPIRATION ITEMS
- pods and cones
- cinnamon sticks
- apples
- pumpkins
- caramel
- yellowware
- bittersweet
- straw
- maple leaves

Paint chips include:
- VALSPAR ULTRA ORANGE
- SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COPPER MOUNTAIN
- TERRA SPICE
- ARMAGNAC
- STUDIO COPPER
- AMERICAN TRADITION CARAMEL CREAM
- SHERWIN-WILLIAMS RED CENT
- SHERWIN-WILLIAMS AMBER WAVE
- VALSPAR ROASTED GOURMET
- AFTERNOON TEA
- PEACH TEA
- PEPPERY